APPENDIX A

SECTION I:

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTORS JOB PROGRESSION

PROFICIENCY CRITERIA

Criteria for determining construction inspector proficiency in each of the areas includes, but is not limited to, demonstrated verifiable competency concerning the following:

Streets:
- safety
- plans and specifications
- computation of quantities
- laydown and rolling procedures
- joint details
- concrete placement
- subgrade preparation

Water, Sanitary Sewer, Storm Sewer:
- safety
- bedding details
- fittings
- excavation procedures
- street cut requirements
- plans and specifications

Special Projects:
- safety
- structural details
- concrete and asphalt placement
- steel and concrete erection
- painting procedures
- excavation procedures

To certify proficiency, the Construction Manager and/or Construction Inspector III verify in writing that a Construction Inspector is proficient in an area, with accompanying written concurrence by the field Engineering Section Manager and Engineering Services Deputy Director.